Supercapacitors (SCs) impedance modeling represents one important key to get information for SCs health monitoring and simulation. As a matter of fact, SCs behavior is dependent on various parameters such as pore size distribution of electrodes, electrolyte state, temperature, aging… We propose in this work to model supercapacitor taking into account physical considerations. Basing on theory on homogenous structure impedance, we define in first time, single pore (SP) model using uniform size of pores distribution. In the second step, we attempt to generalize this circuit model considering an electrode with different pores sizes or different penetrabilities of the pores. This model called multi-pore (MP) model (or multi-penetrability model) has been developed by our laboratories. This model allows to analyze the behavior of supercapacitor by modelling each group of electrode pores as a branch of an electrical equivalent circuit. This paper is the first in literature to give a simple and reproducible method for MP model parameters identification. The validity of the identification method will also be verified at different supercapacitor aging rates thanks to experimental aging tests.
I. INTRODUCTION
S upercapacitors (SCs) [1] [2] , also called Electrochemical Double Layer Capacitors [3] or Ultracapacitors [4] [5] , are electrical energy devices with high power density and high expected reliability [6] . In addition, they express more temperature stability than other energy storage devices as they don't imply chemical reactions for energy storage. As a consequence, high number of cycles is possible with high charge/discharge currents [7] . Nowadays, they become an attractive alternative storage device for several applications (such as energy storage device for opening the emergency doors of Airbus A 380, energy source in electric vehicles [8] , in uninterruptible power supplies [9] or in power grids ). They may be used as the only energy and power device or in combination with other energy supplies like batteries [10] or fuel cells in hybrid energy storage systems [11] … Some electrical applications like railway [12] [13] and electrical traction systems present high dynamics constraints. In such applications it appears to be very important to model the energy storage systems for simulation or maintenance (health monitoring [6] ) purposes.
Impedance measurement provides a powerful tool of analysis [14] and investigation [15] . Ideally, electrical parameters of any electrical model must reflect physical and electrochemical phenomena of SCs. It may allow observation and comprehension of the evolution of the state of health of supercapacitor with aging [6] .
In this paper, we use impedance spectroscopy technique to characterize supercapacitors. In a first time, we present single pore (SP) model [16] . In this case we consider that pore size on SC electrodes is constant. In the second step, we present the multipore model which takes into account the pore size dispersion of SCs electrodes.
Then we propose a new identification method for extracting the equivalent parameters of the MP model. This method differs from the classical optimization methods used for identification methods (based on fitting between experimental data and model) which leads to issues such irreproducible results (several sets of equivalent parameters can lead to the same fitting quality). The presented method is based on the physics of ions penetration in SC electrodes. The method separates the SC impedance spectrum in different influence zones as a function of ionic storage speed in each pore groups. The equivalent parameters of the fastest pore group are firstly identified with high frequencies. Then, slower pore groups are identified in lower frequencies. It results in fast computing and reproducible results. Commercial 3000F SCs from two different manufacturers (A and B) built with the most widespread technology (carbon/carbon electrodes and organic acetonitrile/TEABF 4 electrolyte [17] ) are characterized using impedance spectroscopy method at different aging rates during aging tests. Thus, we can observe aging results with MP model. Another possible use of MP model is also presented (time simulation) to illustrate its versatility.
II. SCS IMPEDANCE MODELING
A. Energy storage mechanisms for SCs Fig. 1 presents operating principles of SC. SC are composed of porous electrodes facing each other and drawn in an ionic electrolyte. The separator is a porous structure preventing electrical short-circuit between electrodes while permitting the movement of ions. Collectors are connecting electrodes and external circuit. Energy is stored by the double layer effect (one ionic charge facing one electronic opposite charge) contrary to film capacitors which only use electric charges [18] . All the SCs we are testing are manufactured with the same electrolyte/electrode technology. This technology is the most widespread for high capacitance SCs. The electrolyte solvent is Acetonitrile (ACN) and the ionic salt is tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate ET 4 NBF 4 (also called TEABF 4 ). Nowadays ACN appears to be the best compromise between high conductivity, high relative dielectric constant (εR=37) [19] and low temperature of freezing (around -40 °C) although it is classified as hazardous and flammable. ET 4 NBF 4 crystallization temperature is also very low and permits SC to function normally for temperatures between -30°C and 65 °C [17] . The electrodes are built with a porous material to maximize the contact surface between electrode and electrolyte. Activated carbon (AC) is relatively abundant and cheap as it can be manufactured from nutshells [20] .The surface (S) of electrodes built with AC is usually around 2000 m²/g [21] . As there is no dielectric film the distance between ions and opposite sign charges (d) is very thin which influences greatly the double layer capacitance (C dl ) of electrode as shown on (1) .
where ε 0 is the dielectric permittivity of the vacuum. Combining the thin double layer and the high energy storage surface developed by AC, SCs are able to develop capacitance up to 3000F for a mass of 0.6 kg [17] . As there are no reactions implied in energy storage (contrary to batteries) the equivalent series resistance (ESR) is very low and the lifespan of component is very high compared to batteries. Nevertheless the amount of mass energy stored (≈5 Wh/kg [17] ) is inferior compared to batteries such as Li-ion batteries [22] . To sum up, SCs are robust energy storage systems (ESSs) (temperatures range, long lifespan) capable to reach high capacities values and to achieve high power profiles during short time (for example braking energy recovery). 
We can notice on Fig. 2 that capacitance of the tested SC is constant in low frequency (LF) and brutally drops down when frequency increases. SCs are indeed low frequency (LF) energy storage systems because of the use of ions in the energy storage process (the movement of ions is far much slow than the movement of the electric charges in conductive materials). Thus, we define for the rest of the article the HF zone for frequencies superior to 300 mHz and the LF zone for frequencies inferior to 300 mHz. not linked to porosity (connection related resistance for instance). The low frequency (LF) zone corresponds to the capacitive energy storage zone in SC electrode porous structure (negative imaginary part). SC electrode is composed of pores which don't have exactly the same geometry (depth and diameter). This property is called pore size dispersion and it affects the low frequency SC behavior (penetration depth of ion is also depending on the ion size and pore size ratio as shown on Fig. 4 ) [23] . The non infinite LF slope (α LF 90 °) is a consequence of the sluggish redistribution of charges between pores of different characteristics (geometry, accessibility…) [23] . The accessibility resistance of electrolyte in the pore (Rel) can be calculated with the value of R0 and the HF and LF asymptotes as shown on Fig. 43 . It is mostly influenced by the difficulty of ions to go throughout the pores. 
B. Single pore (SP) model
Single pore (SP) has been discovered by de Levie in 1967 [16] . It describes the impedance of a perfect porous structure (see 
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The impedance expression of a SP pourous structure is depending of two parameters called the accessibility resistance of electrolyte in the pores (R el ) and the double layer capacitance of the SP porous structure (Cdl). They are representing respectively the difficulty of ions to reach the bottom of pores and the capability of the SP structure to store energy. The expression of the impedance of a SP structure (Z SP ) is given by the following expression [16] . This equation is the classic expression for porous structure impedance. 
Thus, for HF the SP model impedance expression becomes :
Thus the slope of HF asymptote behavior (see Fig. 6 ) of the SP model will be a 45 ° straight line (only for an orthonormal nyquist plot). For LF the SP model acts like a perfect capacitance in series with a R el series resistance. This frequency is characteristic of an occupation of the whole porosity by the ions (ions have enough time to reach the pore bottom).
If we call Relpore and Cdlpore the accessibility resistance of electrolyte in one pore and the double layer capcitance of one pore then the global parameters of the n parallel pores of the SP structure will be given by the following expressions.
τ is the time constant of the SP structue. As shown in (9) it only depends on the parameters of one pore (Relpore and Cdlpore). The cutoff frequency (f C ) is defined considering the τ value of the pores of the SP structure.
By placing the cutoff frequency in Fig. 6 , we can notice that this variable is representative of the highest frequency for which the SP structure acts like a perfect capacitor with a series resistance (LF asymptote). For frequencies superior to f C the ions are not occupying the totality of pore depth and for frequencies inferior to fC the whole SP porosity is filled with ions. The more fC is high (the more τ is small), the more the SP structure is quick for ion storage (the more the pores are accessible for ions). The inverse transformation of ZSP(jω) in the time domain is given by:
with:
The equivalent circuit of the SP structure is presented in Fig. 7 . A R0 resistance has been added in series to model the effect of resistance cause by contacts and resistivity of components used for SCs manufacturing. Part a) of Fig. 8 shows that the LF behavior of SC impedance diverges from the SP model. This part shows that the hypothesis formulated by De Levie (especially the pore size unicity) are not applicable to SC impedance. The non infinite slope of impedance in LF is indeed associated with distributed porous structures [23] . Nevertheless the Part b) of Fig. 8 shows that the SP model is able to represent accurately the HF behavior of the SC impedance. Those evidences tend to show that at high frequency only a group of pores stores energy and that for LF several pore groups are able to store energy. Thus we can conclude that the major drawback of the SP model is being unable to take into account pore size dispersion to model accurately SCs energy storage for LF.
C. Constant phase element (CPE) model
Industrial processes to activate carbon lead to dispersion for pore size. Table 1 presents an example of pore distribution on three different types of PICA activated carbon porous electrodes. The pores are divided in three categories by the manufacturer. Large pores have an entrance diameter superior to 500 Å. Medium pores diameter between 20 Å and 500 Å. Small pore diameter is inferior to 20 Å. The specific surface of electrodes corresponds to the maximum contact surface between electrode and electrolyte and is given in m 2 for 1 gram of electrode. The proportion of each category of pores is given in cm 3 for 1 gram of electrode. Electrodes built with activated carbon have a wide pore distribution. This is why SP model is unable to represent properly low frequency SC impedance behavior. Then pore size distribution has to be taken into account in our model as depicted in Fig. 9 . Impedance of distributed porous structure is often described by a CPE [23] . To take into account of the impact of pore size dispersion on low frequency SC impedance, Kötz and al. in [24] proposed to replace the capacitive element C dl by a CPE element (Cdl, 1-γ) in single pore model equation (3). Equation (13) gives the expression of the CPE model impedance.
where γ is the pore size dispersion (γ=0 for a single pore size electrode, the more dispersed the electrode pores are the nearer to 1 γ is. R el C dl, representing the accessibility of electrolyte in the pores and the global capacitance of SC for LF. The equivalent circuit of CPE model is also derived from the SP one by replacing the capacitors by CPE as depicted in Fig. 10 . of our experiments (HF and LF). Thus the adjunction of the dispersion factor γ provides a huge improve in term of fitting precision compared to SP model. Nevertheless γ is a global parameter which is not able to differentiate the pore as a function of their geometrical (thus electrical) parameters. To conclude, we can say that CPE model is a powerful tool for SCs behavior simulation but it can be improved for fine SCs analysis (such as SC aging monitoring). 
III. PRINCIPLE OF THE MULTIPORE (MP) MODEL
The CPE model was consequently developed to take into account the effect of pore size dispersion (the redistribution of charges between different size pores) by using the dispersion parameter γ. The issue of this model is that γ parameter doesn't give particular information on the different pore groups present on the electrodes. A. Hammar [25] decided to go for a totally new model by splitting the electrode into k pore groups. Those k groups are called branches (see Fig. 13 ). We conserve the hypothesis of parallel and cylindrical pores formulated by De Levie for SP model. The ni pores of the the i th branch (with ni.Relii, Cdli/ni impedance characteristics) are grouped in the SP i porous structure. The impedance SP i porous structure is called Z pi . Parameters Impedance of the global MP porous structure is thus composed with several SP branches as depicted in Fig. 13 .This model can be considered as a generalization of SP model. The impedance of SC is obtained by adding a series resistance R 0 which is modeling the resistivity of contacts and the limited conductivity of SCs constituents (electrodes, collectors…). 
A. Principle
We tested the ACN / TEABF4 SCs coming from 2 different manufacturers and noticed that their impedance behavior was very similar to a SP porous structure for HF zone as depicted in Fig. 14. This indicates that in HF only one group of pore (one branch in Fig. 13 ) participates to energy storage. This branch is the most accessible for the ions. That means that the pore geometrical configuration is adapted for a quick ionic storage. By convention, we sort the branches by accessibility order (the number 1 will be for the most accessible branch) thus by time constant opposite order. 1 ...
If we consider that all the pores have the same length their accessibility can be associated only with pore diameter (the more the pore diameter is big and the more accessible the pore is) [6] . Fig. 15 presents the different frequency zones corresponding to the respective influence of each branch. In HF only branch 1 is participating to energy storage. That means that other branch are not storing energy because they are not accessible (i.e. quick) enough to let ions go through at such frequencies. Consequently, for HF, other branches are acting as open circuit in the MP model equivalent circuit (see Fig. 13 ). When frequency decreases the branch 2 starts to store energy too. Branch 1 and branch 2 are acting in parallel. Then for lower frequencies the number of active branches is increasing. The proposed model with parallel SP branches is limited to double layer SCs (corresponding to the most widespread SCs technology for high power applications and to the tested components in this paper) as SP structure is purely associated with double layer energy storage. SCs using pseudo capacitance as a major storage mechanism have a different impedance spectrum in high frequency due to charge transfer and are more close to battery [26] . Thus, even though the principle of branches identification by frequency zone can be applied to pseudo capacitive SCs, a specific model with supplementary equivalent parameters has to be developped. The principle of our identification method consists in identifying the frequency influence zones of the branches (thanks to their cutoff frequency f Ci ) and their electrical parameters (one after another).The identification method will be accomplished from HF to LF. The first branch to identify is branch 1 as it is the only one to act form HF to fC1 (see Fig. 15 ). Then branch 2 is identified from f C1 to f C2 thanks to the parameters of branch 1 and the experimental impedance spectrum. The higher rank branches (3, 4….n) are extracted the same way. The next parts give more details and examples for branches identification.
B. Identification method for branch 1
For HF SCs impedance behavior is very near to a SP structure. We need to identify the branch 1 of SC electrode as a SP model. This part provides the method for identification of a single pore structure. We consider a perfect SP structure (without R 0 series resistance). We simplify in a first time the writing of the SP structure impedance expression (3) in equations (15) and (16) where:
For the cutoff frequency (fC1) the asymptotic LF behavior of SC impedance has been reached (see part II.B and Fig. 6 ). Then we can write equations (17) and (18) 
Then we simplify the expression of f C1 with (17) and (18).
We extract the value of the cutoff frequency by using the frequencies of impedance measurement (f) and by solving (20).
Equation (20) is solved graphically in Fig. 17 . Fig. 17 Method to identify the cutoff frequency fC1
To show the good precision of such an identification method we impose the values of SP porous structure (imposed values in Fig. 17 ) and simulate the impedance behavior with frequency (see equation (3)). Then we identified the cutoff frequency f C1 (as described in Fig. 17 ) and calculate the values Rel1 and Cdl1 with (17) and (18) . The extracted parameters are very near from the imposed values with differences of the percent order or inferior. This values show that the described identification method is very precise. Then we apply the identification method on experimental SC impedance (Z SC EXP ). As we are treating with experimental impedance a R0 series resistance must be added to the branch 1 (ZBranch 1).
Thus R 1 (f) and C 1 (f) expressions are slightly changed: 
The extraction of fC1 with (20) gives a cutoff frequency of 290 mHz. We calculate Rel1 and Cdl1 with the following expressions.
3 ) ) ( Re( Fig. 18 presents the impedance behavior of experimental impedance of SC and the first branch. For frequency superior to fC1 the branch 1 is sufficient to model correctly the frequency behavior of SC impedance (for HF the experimental spectrum of a SC is a simple pore model as shown in Fig. 8.b ). For frequencies inferior to f C1 branch 1 and SC impedance start to diverge (meaning that several branches are participating to energy storage). Thus the identification of branch 2 parameters will be performed from fC1 to lower frequencies. 
C. Extraction method for other branches
When frequencies are inferior to f C1 the branch 1 is not sufficient to model SC impedance. That means that two branches in parallel participate to energy storage. Fig. 19 presents the simplification of SC experimental impedance with two parallel branches. Parameters R1(f) and C1(f) are already identified and R2(f) and C2(f) are unknown. Then we can isolate the branch 2 admittance.
By simplifying (27) with (28) and taking into account only the real part of (28) expression we can define the k 1 variable (29).
By simplifying (27) with (28) and taking into account only the imaginary part of (28) expression we can define the k2 variable (29).
Then by dividing k1 by k2 we can write (31).
Then we define the cutoff frequency (32) of branch 2 exactly by the same way that for branch 1 (20).
We solve (32) using the same method described in Fig. 17 . The extracted cutoff frequency for the branch 2 of the tested component is f C2 =53.5 mHz. This frequency is reported in Fig. 20 . Once the cutoff frequency of branch 2 is known we can proceed to Rel2 and Cdl2. By definition the time constant τ2 of the branch 2 is obtained by multiplying the accessibility resistance Rel2 by the double layer capacitance C dl2 of the branch 2. When the cutoff frequency fCi is reached for a SP structure (branch i), we can obtain the values of Reli and Cdli.(see (6) and Fig. 8 )
Thanks to (30) we can write for f=f C2 :
Then Cdl2 (37) can be calculated by combining equations (35) and (36). Rel2 (39) is calculated by combining the expressions of branch 2 time constant τ 2 (see equations (33) and (38)).
As depicted in Fig. 20 the impedance of SC and the 2 branches multipore model start to diverge for frequencies inferior to fC2.
Thus a third branch must be identified. We can use the same method that we used for identifying branch 2 by adding a 3 rd branch in parallel of the two branches structure described in Fig. 19 . Nevertheless the cutoff frequency fC3 is out of our range of measurements (too low frequency) which doesn't allow us to use the same extraction method. Thus the third branch parameters are identified with an algorithm of fitting based on least square error minimization between experimental impedance of SC and the 3 branches MP model and reported in Fig. 20 .
By observing Fig. 20 we can say that the 3 branches MP model is very accurate to model the impedance behavior of the SC throughout more than 3 decades. The measurement frequency range includes the normal frequency range of SCs usage (for applications going from 0.1s to some minutes). Table 1 presents the different time constant of the branches of the tested SC. The different groups of pores appear to own very different accessibilities respecting the hypothesis formulated in (14) . MP model can be a powerful tool for SC aging monitoring. The advantage of MP model is that it allows following the evolution of different pore groups. The presented results (in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 . Parameters evolutions are given in percent. We can notice that during aging the pore accessibility resistance (R eli ) to electrolyte is decreasing for every branch. That indicates that during aging the SC pore length is decreasing (the more a pore is short and the more the accessibility resistance of electrolyte in pore Rel is small [16] ). The pore length decrease is accompanied by a decrease of branch 1 capacitance (which represents the main part of SC capacitance (see Fig. 20 )) as it tends to reduce the branch 1 storage surface of SC (see Fig. 1 and equation (1) ). For branch 2 the capacitance tends to increase possibly indicating that the diameter of the pores of branch 2 are the same order of magnitude that the solvated ion diameter. Thus for entering in branch 2 pores ions are obliged to lose a part of their solvation layer reducing the thickness (d) of double layer which implies a capacitance increase [27] [28] (see equation 1). The evolution of branch 3 (the smallest diameter pores) tends to indicate that they are getting shorter during aging (R el3 decrease) and that they are pore of the same size than bare ion (ion without solvation layer) as the aging tends to Cdl3 decrease (ions are fully desolvated to enter the pores of branch 3 since the beginning of aging).
More informations on MP aging monitoring can be found in [6] and [25] . Fig. 22. Fig. 22 shows a comparison between time responses of MP model and experimental points. The phenomenon of capacitance non linearity has been taken into account by a linear relationship of capacitance [29] with SC voltage on the main double layer capacitance (Cdl1). Fig. 22 a) shows the relevance of MP model to represent SC charge. It can also be noticed that MP represents with high accuracy the phenomenon of charges redistribution between big and small pores ( Fig. 22 b) ) for a high redistribution time. The advantage of MP model is that it can be easily simulated with simple resistive and capacitive components (contrary to CPE model). 
VI. CONCLUSION
This article deals about the identification method for a recent impedance model dedicated to SCs. Due to the presence of ions in the energy storage mechanism (the electrical double layer) and the use of microporous electrodes (to maximize the energy storage surface) the interaction between ions and pores affects a lot SCs impedance behavior. Thus impedance parameters can be used as an analysis tool for SC internal structure. The SCs tested in this article are representative from the most widespread SC technology (i.e. acetonitrile/ activated carbon SCs).
In a first time the paper presents the classic models for SC impedance. Single pore model is the first one to be presented as it is the first one to be published in literature. This model considers all the pores on SC impedance to be exactly the same. It models well SC impedance behavior for HF but fails to model correctly the LF part of SC impedance. This comes from the fact that SC impedance is influenced by the pore size dispersion (which is inevitable on industrial electrodes) for LF. The second conclusion is that only one group of pores (the more accessible to ions) are fast enough to participate to energy storage in HF. Then an alternative model called CPE model is presented. It takes into account the pore size dispersion with a global parameter called dispersion parameter (γ). This model is well suited to model both HF and LF frequency behavior of SC impedance. Nevertheless it doesn't deal separately with the different pore groups. This is not really interesting for SCs internal parameters analysis (for example for aging monitoring).
Consequently the multipore model has been developed. It divides the electrode into different single pore structures (called branches) tanks to their accessibility to ions. Under certain hypothesis enounced in this article the accessibility of ions can be related to the pore diameter. The big diameter pores are the most accessible and the smaller one are less accessible. Nevertheless this model is extremely hard to identify with classical fitting algorithms. As a matter of fact the parallel branches imply phenomena such as multiple solutions or local minimums. We consequently developed an identification method base on the successive branch identification with decreasing frequency with no fitting algorithm implied (except for least accessible branch).
This paper is the first to propose such a method in the literature. Identification appears to be precise for modeling SC impedance (see Fig. 20 ), it is linked to the equation and physics of the different single pore structure present on the electrode and it gives always the same parameter set for MP model.
Then the identification method is applied to aging results for 6 SCs coming from two different manufacturers. The evolution of the MP parameters is exploitable and leads to interesting and new conclusions for SC aging confirming the quality of extraction method and the interest of MP model for SC electrochemical parameters analysis. Finally time simulation is proposed as another possible use of MP model.
